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With  over 10 years experience in the entertainment industry, Beatrix has directed and produced awarded films, 
documentaries, music videos, commercials, episodes and series for national and international television channels.  
She has created and successfully delivered content across screens, performing key role as lead of the projects from 
conception to launch. Beatrix has worked directly with Turner Latin America, CNN International, E! Television , TV Cultura, 
RedeTV, MTV, Viacom, Universal Music, Sony Music, Warner Music, EMI, Ogilvy & Mather, J.W. Thompson, Young & 
Rubican, BBDO and BBD, having developed extensive international network and collaboration with entertainment 
professionals, TV Channels, production houses and distributors in the US, Latin America, Europe and Asia. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 EXPERIENCE 

MOONLANDER STUDIOS - Los Angeles 

Executive Creative Director | Development and Production 
Established the company to develop and produce content across screens. Provided leadership in all areas from conception, 
development to launch. Spearheaded development / production / post-production/ cross-functional teams. Supervised the 
projects through the entire cycle from contracts, budget, scheduling, production, launch and distribution, collaborated with 
creative strategy and product marketing. Selected achievements during this period include: 
. Writer and producer of feature sci-fi drama “Crystalina” -  script finalist at TRIBECA Film Institute /Sloan Filmmakers Fund . 
Creator and creative director of scripted one-hour drama TV series “ Stories from the Interlude ”- Created and developed  
the series to be co- produced by Los Angeles - based production companies Corrino Media Group and Mad Season. 
. Writer and Director of medium lengh film “Rupert”, produced by Moonlander Studios. 
. Writer and director of “ Partying to Revolution – Part II “ – feature documentary , produced by Moonlander Studios.   
. Creator and Development Director of web series for VEVO Brazil. 
. Writer/ director/ producer of the feature film “The Caterpillar” to be co-produced by The Planet, Los Angeles. 
. Director of the short films “Eye” and “Peacock” which opened the HOLLYWOOD BRAZILIAN FILM FESTIVAL in Los Angeles . . 
Artistic Director of “Cosmic Mind” Dennix - Multimedia installation, featuring holography and video mapping at MASP  
. Director of Music Videos for the Catalan band “Venga Venga” and the electronic music artists  “TEO” and “Dennix” 

2014 - 2016   MOVIE&ART  - Los Angeles /  Sao Paulo 
Executive Creative Director | Content Development | International Production 
“Movie&Art” is one of the leading media production holdings in Latin America. It belongs in the group: LANDIA (the top Spanish 
speaking production house in world) ; YOUR MAJESTY, creative agency based in New York and ICONOCLAST, one of the most 
awarded commercial film producers in the world. Established partnership between her production company Selva and 
Movie&Art for co-production of TV content and new media, becoming part of the Movie&Art media conglomerate. Created the 
TV and New Media Department Movie&Art+Selva, assuming the position of Executive Creative Director, and headed all content 
development and production in the group. Supervised and collaborated with the ideation and development of new TV Series 
and branded content, helped to manage budgets, headed the acquisition of international formats of scripted series for local 
production, while building new partnerships and strengthening relationship with networks, multiple stakeholders and 
production houses worldwide. Collaborated proactively with the group’s international co-production deals of feature films, TV 
series, documentaries and social media content. Created content for clients like Pantene, Nestlé, Proctor&Gamble.  

2006 -2016     SELVA - Los Angeles /  Sao Paulo 
Founder – Executive Creative Director | Producer | Development and International Production 
Selva is a Film, television and multimedia production company connected with a broad network of creative talent and 
production companies worldwide. Established the company in São Paulo and started the operations of the company’s Los 
Angeles branch for international co-productions. Provided leadership in all areas from conception, development to launch. 
Spearheaded development / production / post-production/ cross-functional teams of up to 60 people. Supervised the projects 
through the entire cycle from contracts, budget, scheduling, production, launch and distribution, collaborated with creative 
strategy and product marketing.  Selected projects during this period include: 
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TV > . TURNER LATIN AMERICA -  Fashion TV    |   Producer /Director/ Showrunner 
Fashion Splash - TV series - 13 X 24 min episodes – Fashion TV 
Prime time show at Fashion TV targeted to an audience of fashion experts and fashion enthusiasts all over Latin America, with 
the participation of the most influent people in the fashion industry. 
Key role in development of the show from concept to launch/ Directed a team of 40 people (development, production, post 
production crew/Supervised fashion and historic research and created plots for the episodes / Oversaw script / Creative lead of 
art direction, design and graphics / Direction on set / Negotiated contracts and co-production legal aspects with Turner Latin 
America. Collaborated with PR, content marketing, product placement and product strategy with the sponsors. 

. E! TELEVISION - Los Angeles / REDE TV - São Paulo  | International Production and TV Formats Consultant  
DR. 90210 format  - Negotiated format with E! TELEVISION in liaison with REDE TV’s Content Acquisition team. Adapted the 
format to be produced by REDE TV / casted the protagonists and hired talent in Los Angeles / designed budget and workflow 
for international production. “Dr. Hollywood” , the Brazilian version of “Dr.90210” , has become the 2nd show in 
audience numbers on the Brazilian Television on Sunday evenings, with the highest numbers ever reached by the broadcaster. 

. CNN INTERNATIONAL - London |  Co-director / Producer 
 Episodes for the TV series Art of Life, Principal Voices , The Scene and World Sport. 

. TV CULTURA (broadcaster)  |  Producer/ Director/ Showrunner 
Ecoprático - Unscripted TV series - 12 X 24 min episodes – Prime Time 
Reality show focused on sustainability and environmental issues.  It has achieved the Environmental Merit Award at the Latin 
American Environment Conference. It became a key show at TV Cultura’s programming. For its innovating format, it has 
increased the younger audience, rapidly rising up to 2nd show in audience, achieving a  90% boost in the channel’s audience 
on Sunday’s prime time. For its success it was reprised 4 times, and launched in DVD / Blu-ray. TV Cultura is considered the 
2nd best quality TV channel in the world, behind BBC 1.  Key role in the development and production of the show from concept 
to launch / Directed a team of 50 people, supervised all aspects of daily production, including generating segment ideas, 
overseeing script, production and post production / Negotiated contracts, legal terms and production aspects with TV Channel 
and sponsors, collaborating with their strategy, marketing and product branding teams.   

. GLOBALPOP |  Creator/ Director/ Producer 
Format  - TV series - 13 X 24 min episodes -  Globalpop was shortlisted among more than 220 productions at Cannes- MIPTV 
Created the format / Developed a network of production professionals grouped in teams in 7 countries / Produced and 
directed the pilot shot in 7 countries.  

. MTV |  Director - Commercials and TV spots. 

 FILM > . ELDORADO - HUMAN TRAFFICKING  (documentary)  | Producer - opened the United Nations Congress of Human Rights and 
the Latin America Film Festival .  In charge of all aspects of production from development and  production to  distribution.  
. PARTYING TO REVOLUTION (documentary)  | Writer, Director, Producer - Filmed in 4 countries , featuring world famous  
scientists, writers and artists.  
. 25 YEARS of  SOS MATA ATLÂNTICA (documentary) |  Director - portraying the most important organization of protection of 
the Atlantic Rain Forest. 
. FREAK GALLERY (short film)  |  Writer and Director - selected at the New York Film Festival LGBT , Seoul Net Festival  
. PELVIS (short film) | Co-director - acquired by the Museum of Modern Art of São Paulo permanent collection 
. SANTA URSULA (commercial film)  |  Art Director – awarded Bronze Lion at the Cannes Lions 

 WEB  >  . REVELA.org | Creative Director - Platform of digital activism based on satellite mapping of the environmental crisis, 
sponsored by Ford Foundation - Collaborated from creation to launch / directed films of the campaign launched on MTV and 
 VH-1/ supervised design and visual communication for platform engineering optimization. 
. KITCHENET | Creative Director / Producer  - Pop culinary web series for YouTube  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Education  . MA - Photography  - LONDON COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION - London, UK 
. Post graduation - Creative Photography - CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS COLLEGE OF ARTS AND DESIGN - London, UK 
. Bachelor of Arts  - BA Visual Communication - FAAP - Fundação Armando Alvares Penteado - São Paulo, Brazil 

Languages   English, French, Spanish, Portuguese   Softwares   Final Cut , Adobe Premiere, After Effects, Photoshop , Office. 
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